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EXPECTATIONS OF MOTHERHOOD
In society, pregnancy and motherhood are often represented in
unrealistic, idealised ways. If a
woman and/or her partner’s expectations are very different from the
reality, it can make it harder for
them to adjust to life with a new
baby. Women may set themselves
unachievable goals and then become overwhelmed, find it difficult
to cope, or feel as though they’ve
failed.
It’s helpful to remember that
adjusting to life with a new baby
is enormously challenging and it

can take time. Having realistic expectations of what pregnancy and
motherhood involve can help
women better adjust to life with a
new baby.
Here are some of the myths and
misconceptions surrounding pregnancy and motherhood, along with
some strategies that may be useful
during this time.
1. ‘Motherhood is natural and
intuitive’ — The belief that
women have an innate knowledge about how to care for a
baby.
Mothering does not come ‘naturally’
to all women simply because they

are women and is instead a
demanding job that requires new
skills that can take time to acquire.
2. ‘Life won’t be that different
with a new baby’ — The belief that a baby can be easily
accommodated into your
existing lifestyle and routine.
Many couples talk quite proudly
about how “the baby will not
change our lifestyle” or “the baby
will have to fit in around us”.
However, the responsibility of caring for someone who is small and
vulnerable and totally dependent is
demanding and can be overwhelming. Day-to-day life will
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change to adapt to the baby’s feeding
and sleeping schedule.
3. ‘Supermum’ — The belief that
women can (and should expect
to) have it all: maintain a career,
study, raise children and manage the household.
It is estimated that a new baby will
initially contribute 30–40 hours a week
of extra work to the household. To
accommodate this extra workload,
changes to everyone's routines will be
required. Juggling motherhood with
study, a career or household tasks is
not easy and requires more than just
good planning.
4. ‘Babies are always delightful’ —
The belief that all babies are
cute, happy, and feed and sleep
normally all of the time.
Whilst babies are delightful they also
cry, vomit, poo and keep you awake at
night. At times, their behaviour can be
unpredictable. Babies are new human
beings who are still learning about this
world and need help to do this.
5. ‘Pregnancy is a wonderful and
enjoyable experience’ — The
belief that all women love being
pregnant and embrace every
change pregnancy brings.
Some women find the changes
pregnancy brings difficult to adjust to
and are actually relieved when it is all
over.
6. ‘Pregnant women glow’ — The
belief that women look and feel
great throughout their pregnancy.
Morning sickness, backaches and the
fatigue commonly associated with
being pregnant can leave women
feeling anything but ‘glowing’.
7. ‘Motherhood is the fulfilment of
womanhood’ — The belief that
having a baby is a woman’s
most important achievement.
Society places a great deal of pressure
on women to become mothers,
however women can have fulfilling lives
without children. Those who do become
mothers do not always feel that their
life is complete after having a child.
Women who had many other interests
prior to having a baby may find they
miss aspects of their old life, such as
the mental challenges of a career, or
adult company.
8. ‘Yummy mummy’ — The belief
that women must always look
‘attractive’, and can regain their
pre-pregnancy body within a few
months of delivery.
There is a pervasive attitude that a
woman’s body is her most significant
attribute and must conform to unrealistic
and detrimental ideals of beauty. The
reality is that some body changes that
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occur during pregnancy will always remain (e.g., stretch marks), and it can
take a long time to lose the weight
gained.
9. ‘Breastfeeding is natural, so
it’s easy’ — The belief that
breastfeeding comes easily to all
women.
Many women find breastfeeding challenging, and at times even painful.
Women may be concerned whether
they have the correct latch and technique, if baby is getting too much or not
enough milk, or is tongue-tied. Cracked
nipples, engorged breasts, mastitis,
leaking breasts, thrush, and blocked
milk ducts are also some issues that
can cause women great pain or
discomfort while breastfeeding.
Breastfeeding is a skill that must be
learned, and may even require expert
help or advice for success.

STRATEGIES

understanding and agreement on what
compromises they are willing to accept.
 Establish contacts with other
expectant and new mothers
This is particularly important if family
and friends are not close by. Other
parents can provide reassurance and
reduce any feelings of isolation. This can
be both face-to-face and online groups.
 Keep mentally and emotionally
healthy
Taking action to support mental and
emotional health can help to manage
the challenges of this time in life and
improve overall well-being. This can
make the experience of being a new
parent more enjoyable, which in turn,
will have a positive impact on baby.
Actions might include signing up to
birthing and parenting classes, maintaining connections with friends and
social groups, or setting aside alone
time each day.

 Discuss expectations of pregnancy

and parenthood with your partner
Many factors can influence a person’s
ideas about parenthood. Discussing expectations and coming to a shared
understanding about how the changes
a new baby brings will be managed can
reduce disappointment and future conflict (e.g., ideas around settling, feeding, crying, and managing housework).
 Establish realistic ideas of
pregnancy/post-baby life
Re-evaluate what can really be
achieved during the later stages of
pregnancy or with a new baby in the
house. For example, the house may not
be as clean as usual or visits to the
gym may be less frequent. It is important that both partners have a clear
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The physical, social and economic
health and well-being of women
with dependent children
following relationship breakdown
By Australian Longitudinal Study on Women’s Health (2005)

‘Twenty percent of Australian families with a child under 15 years are
headed by a sole mother and the numbers are likely to continue rising’.
EXCERPT

This study of sole mothers uses quantitative
data from the Australian Longitudinal Study
on Women’s Health (ALSWH) […] The
quantitative findings are brought to life by
using data from a specially conducted
Focus Group Study (FGS) undertaken in
2003–4 and involving 48 women who met
in 11 groups around NSW […]

DISCRIMINATION AND STIGMA
Several factors emerged from the FGS
that were of key relevance to the
economic situation, health and wellbeing of sole mothers and for which
there are no data available from the
ALSWH. These included discrimination
and stigma, which were raised in every
focus group. Feeling stigmatised had
an impact on sole mothers’ ability to
develop social support networks, which
[…] are important for economic and
psychological well-being.
Here discrimination is defined in
terms of women feeling they had been
unfairly treated because they were sole
parents. Feeling stigmatised, we take
to mean being subject to reactions
based on a generalised negative view,
or stereotype, of ‘a sole mother’. As an
FGS participant expressed it: ‘one of
those single parent people’, ‘lazy’, ‘a
tart’. Discrimination and stigma were
not a deliberate focus of the study so
the analysis should be viewed as
preliminary but the fact that these
issues arose spontaneously, highlights
the contribution unstructured interviews can make.

ARE QUEENSLAND
PARENTS STRESSED?
Of Indigenous
parents
surveyed:

Of non-Indigenous
parents
surveyed:

47% 53%

‘have, at times, found it hard to
cope with the stress of being a
parent or caregiver’.
Feeling the pressure of family life?
Find someone to talk to using
oneplace — see p. 6 for details.
Source: Queensland Family and Child Commission ‘Parents
in Queensland — A Statewide snapshot’ & ‘Parents in
Queensland — Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
snapshot’ (Infographics) 2016, available at <https://
www.qfcc.qld.gov.au/talking-families-research-report>.
© The State of Queensland, Queensland Family and Child
Commission
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Discrimination and stigma have been
shown by other research to have the
potential to affect sole mothers’
economic and psychological well-being.
For example Kissane (2003) found that
stigma associated with asking for help
from charities deterred poor women
from seeking help. In the FGS, women
talked about feelings of ‘pride’ that
deterred them from asking charities for
help (Section 6). Benzeval (1998)
suggests that part of the health
difference found between sole and
partnered mothers might be attributed
to the stress associated with the stigma
of sole motherhood. A survey among
sole mothers in Hong Kong found
feeling stigmatised was associated with
poorer psychological well -being
(Rudowicz, 2001) and a US qualitative
study found some sole mothers felt
stigmatised during interactions with
health services (Knott & Latter, 1999).
FGS participants offered examples of
discrimination by real estate agents,
financial institutions, in employment
and in relation to their social lives.
Commonly stigmatisation involved
interactions in social groups. For some
this happened just after separation, but
for others it was an ongoing issue […]
Discrimination and stigma were deliberately resisted by some: ‘people
who discriminate ... are idiots ... I am
amazed at how much of a good mum I
am ... against the odds everything’s
going quite well’.
Some sole mothers felt that stigmatisation affected their children: ‘Some
people ... won’t let our kids go and
play ... cause they might catch ... single
parent family kind of values or something’.
Incidents led to feelings of powerlessness, restricted social contact and
feelings of trepidation when meeting
new people. They felt stigmatised when
interacting with children’s schools,
health services and through the media,
government policy and as a result of
their own internal value systems. For
example, at a community health centre
for ‘a few problems with’ her son, a
mother was met by ‘Oh, single
mother ... we get a lot of single mother
families in here.’
Sole mothers in the FGS felt they
were perceived as ‘lazy’, ‘unintelligent’,
and one woman said she was seen as a

‘tart’ because her children had two
different fathers. Another believed sole
parent families were seen as ‘an
inferior type of family’. Several women
said that society did not ‘value’ their
work: ‘you are not identified as an
individual ... you are the single mother,
and they are the children of a single
mother’. Some women expressed
frustration that the child’s father was
not subject to societal reproach: ‘in the
States they have this term “deadbeat
dads” ... you never hear it here’.
Some saw the media as responsible
for, and others felt that government
policy contributed to, the ‘poor image’
of sole mothers. Some talked about
feeling as though only those people
who ‘pulled their weight’, who were
‘economically viable’ or who did not
‘ask the government for any support’
were acceptable, whereas the ‘punitive
stuff around welfare’ led society to
treat sole mothers as though they were
‘less valid’ members of the community.
Feeling stigmatised also came from values instilled when they were younger.
Others saw the stigma’s origins in the
low value placed on the role of mother:
‘there’s social validity in men working
and bringing in the money ... women
staying at home and working 12, 24
hours ... is not valued’ […]

This article is a short excerpt only from:
The AUSTRALIAN LONGITUDINAL STUDY ON
WOMEN’S HEALTH (2005) ‘The physical, social
and economic health and well-being of women
with dependent children following relationship breakdown’, Deborah Loxton & Lois Bryson. Abbreviated
Report for Office for Women, Department of Family
and Community Services.
For the full report visit: <http://alswh.org.au/images/
content/pdf/other_reports/Sole_Mothers_
Abbreviated_Report_116.pdf>.

Excerpt reproduced by QWHN with permission.

For all enquiries contact the authors:

WOMEN’S HEALTH AUSTRALIA
www.alswh.org.au

Photo: Woman reading to children (cropped) © San Jose Library (CC BY-SA 2.0)
Flickr <https://www.flickr.com/photos/sanjoselibrary/2840669358/>.
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Parenting with
PHYSICAL
DISABILITY
By Raising Children Network

A

bout one-fifth of Australians have
physical disability. For those who
are parents, the lack of suitable
services, rather than their disability,
can make it hard to cope. Read one
parent’s story, and learn more about
the challenges of parenting with
physical disability.
PROFILE
Anita and Barry are parents to children
aged 21, 25 and 28 years. Anita has
been in a wheelchair since her teens.
Anita
‘I’ve been in a wheelchair since I had a
car accident when I was 16. I’d always
wanted to be a mother and a year after
I got married, I had my first son.
‘When the children were young I got
by through designing and modifying

things to suit my needs. When they
were babies I had them on a sheepskin
with two wooden handles so I could
pick them up. When they started
crawling they’d wear a little harness or
I’d dress them in overalls. I had a
change table and bassinette modified
to suit my chair, and used a bath that
supported the babies well.
‘The hardest part, when the children
were young, was the isolation. We were
living in a semi-rural area and I was
very much confined to the house while
my husband worked. Getting outside
was difficult, so I couldn’t play with the
children in the garden as much as I’d
have liked — I had to rely on my mum a
bit for that. Even though I drive, getting
to the shops and leaving the house is
quite an ordeal when you’ve got to put
the kids in the car and put your chair in
too. So I tended to stay at home and
because of that I had a really solid
routine. I think that helped a lot. But it
was tiring. Lifting nappy buckets and all
those things are very tiring when you’re
in a wheelchair.
‘But it wasn’t just physical isolation. I
felt a lot of frustration and could get
depressed when I just couldn’t do the
things I wanted to do because I was so
isolated and tired. I was lucky because
I had a supportive husband, and when
we went out he had to change the children because I didn’t have the special
table. But this was frustrating too.
‘My approach has always been that
I’m a mother before I’m a person with
disability. I tried really hard to be part of

Parenting with physical
disability at a glance
One in six children aged 0–14

years live with a parent with
disability.
There are 380,000 Australian
families with at least one parent
with disability.
Overall, more single parents
rate their own health as ‘poor’
compared to parents in couple
families.
the children’s lives. I went on the
kindergarten committee to make the
kindergarten wheelchair accessible,
and I did fruit duty and reading. I’ve
done spinal injury awareness talks at
the children’s schools and have been
as much a part of my children’s
recreational activities as I could — the
calisthenics committee, and racing
around the three phases of dressage,
show jumping and cross-country in my
three-wheel motorbike. Now one son is
an Olympic athlete and my daughter is
getting there in equestrian events.’
Sourced from raisingchildren.net.au, Australia’s
comprehensive and quality-assured parenting
website.

This article is a short excerpt only from:
‘Parenting with physical disability’ by Raising Children
Network. See the full article at <http://raising
children.net.au/articles/parents_with_physical_
disability.html/context/1000>.

Excerpt reproduced by QWHN with permission.

For all enquiries contact the authors:

RAISING CHILDREN NETWORK
raisingchildren.net.au
Photo: Cruzando (cropped) © Daniel Lobo (CC BY 2.0) Flickr <https://www.
flickr.com/photos/daquellamanera/2898223793/>.

Latest report on the health of Queenslanders
2016 report of Queensland’s Chief Health Officer reveals where we are now — and what has changed

 We are living longer — a gain of about
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two years in the past decade. More
than 74% of females and 61% of
males are likely to live into their 80s.
We have healthier lifestyles — we are
smoking less and there are fewer
deaths due to secondhand smoke,
largely due to more smoke-free environments. We have become more
active and body weight appears to be
stabilising.
Death rates have declined for many of the major
conditions. More than 80% of the decrease in all-cause
death rates was in lifestyle related conditions.
We have made modest gains in outcomes for Indigenous
Queenslanders — death rates for diabetes, injury and
coronary heart disease are declining and the life expectancy



gap has diminished by one year over a fiveyear period.
 Hospital admission rates are increasing
— resulting in an additional 70,000
admissions each year. In 2013–14, 1 in
5 Queenslanders was admitted to a
Queensland hospital.
 About half the annual increase in
hospitalisations over a decade was due
to population growth and one-third to
higher admission rates independent of
other factors. Ageing accounted for one-twelfth.
Hospitalisation rates for lifestyle related chronic
conditions have reduced in many parts of Queensland.

Source: Queensland Health. The health of Queenslanders 2016. Report of the Chief
Health Officer Queensland. Queensland Government. Brisbane 2016. © State of
Queensland (Queensland Health) 2016. THIS IS A SHORT EXCERPT ONLY. The full
report is available at <www.health.qld.gov.au/CHO_report>.
Photo: Weight Training (cropped) © ThoroughlyReviewed (CC BY 2.0) Flickr <https://www.flickr.com/photos/143842337
@N03/33071749555/>.
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Parenting in a
SAME-SEX RELATIONSHIP
By
Raising Children Network

Same-sex parenting
at a glance
In 2011, there were 33714

same-sex de facto relationships
or couples in Australia.
Approximately 12% of same-sex
couples are parenting a child.
In 2011, 6300 children were
living with same-sex couples.
Of these, 89% were same-sex
female couples.
Research shows no differences
in the outcomes for children of
heterosexual parents and samesex parents.
we are very involved in the community.
I think this is helpful for the community.
They know we’re a two-mummy family
and the children are very open about
that.
‘People soon realise we’re just a
pretty average family — what makes us
special isn’t our family structure, but
just us!’
Sourced from raisingchildren.net.au, Australia’s
comprehensive and quality-assured parenting
website.

A

bout 11% of gay men and 33% of
gay women in Australia have
children. Most report that the biggest
problem they face is discrimination,
either against them or their children.
Read about one same-sex couple
who are raising two children on the
NSW north coast and about the
challenges of same-sex parenting all
over Australia.
PROFILE
Kelly and Marie Anne have two children
— Isabella, aged six, and Massimo,
aged four. They live in Mullumbimby,
New South Wales.
Kelly
‘We were in a relationship for several
years and we both decided we wanted
to have children.
‘We weren’t that fussed about who
had the children. It just so happened
that I was considerably older and we
felt that Marie Anne’s family had to be
eased into the situation. We’ve had two
children, one each, to the same sperm
donor. But we don’t make biological
distinctions — they are both our kids
and we’re both their mummies. They
know whose tummy they came out of,
and that Dave is their donor dad and
they have an older sister, Ruby, but
other than that, in their family they
have two mummies.
‘Once the babies came along, it
changed things with our families
considerably. Grandparents want interQWHN News ISSUE 1 2017

action with their grandchildren and our
relationships were then greatly
improved with Marie Anne’s family. Her
background is non-Anglo and they’re
strict Catholics. It took a long time for
them to warm to our relationship, but
the kids really helped. My family still
experiences a level of fear. They still
have a fair way to go, but they’re doing
their best. After all, there are so many
diverse family structures nowadays —
ours is just one.
‘The children have contact with their
dad — he’s in Melbourne with Ruby. In
the future we might move back to
Melbourne or they might want to spend
more time with their extended family.
The situation is open and we’re just
going to leave it up to them when
they’re older.
‘One of the biggest challenges we
face is the lack of legal recognition of a
same-sex relationship. Things like being
on the same Medicare card, small
things that people take for granted. If
we could legally recognise our relationship and therefore our children within
that relationship, things would be much
simpler. But we’re currently not allowed
to do that in New South Wales.
‘The other thing is the way people
view same-sex families. We live in a
small country town — homophobia is
the same everywhere, people find
difference a challenge. But we do an
enormous amount for the schools and

This article is a short excerpt only from:
‘Parenting in a same-sex relationship’ by Raising
Children Network. See the full article at <http://raising
children.net.au/articles/parenting_in_a_same-sex_
relationship.html#profile>.

Excerpt reproduced by QWHN with permission.

For all enquiries contact the authors:

RAISING CHILDREN NETWORK
raisingchildren.net.au
Photo: PSU WalkAbout Wed 15 38 (cropped) © Support PDX (CC BY 2.0)
Flickr <https://www.flickr.com/photos/rocketboom/6885385901/>.

snapshot
NATIONAL WOMEN’S
HEALTH POLICY

Women’s
major role
in caring
for both
children and
older
parents can
have
negative
impacts
on their
own mental
health.
(p. 53).
Excerpts from the National
Women’s Health Policy 2010
used by permission of the
Australian
Government.
Australian
Government
Department
of Health
and Ageing
(2010)
National
Women’s
Health Policy
2010, DoHA,
Canberra.
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what’s on?
with

LAURELYN HIGGINS
Registered
Dental Hygienist

When should
I start
brushing
my child’s
teeth?

Y

our baby’s first teeth are
necessary for chewing and
speaking but are also the space
holders and pathways for the adult
teeth to erupt.
Brushing your child’s teeth from an
early age is important because if baby
teeth are lost prematurely due to tooth
decay, it can lead to crowded teeth
requiring orthodontic treatment.
Even before baby teeth appear,
make a point of gently cleaning the
gums with a soft cloth to remove food
and plaque.
When first teeth erupt, clean them
morning and night with a soft child’s
toothbrush, rubbing each tooth in
small circles as you count to five.
Around 18 months you can put a
tiny amount of children’s toothpaste
(low fluoride) on the brush if your child
has learned to spit out. As soon as two
teeth touch, it’s best to start flossing
once a day.
Encouraging children to take part in
the routine, and ensuring children are
assisted until they have good
dexterity, are simple ways to reduce
tooth decay.
It’s recommended that parents
supervise their children at least until
age seven to make sure that brushing
is done correctly and for two minutes.
Here’s what parents can do:
 be good role models
 start early to prevent tooth decay
and gum disease
 clean morning and night, making it
fun for kids
 don’t stop assisting or supervising
too soon.

For more information:
<https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/
health/conditionsandtreatments/
toothbrushing-children>.
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10–11
MAY
2017

13TH ANNUAL QUEENSLAND INDIGENOUS FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION
FORUM— CAIRNS
The Forum celebrates the work done by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people in preventing and responding to family violence. It is an opportunity
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers to come together and learn
from, share with and inspire each other.
FOR INFORMATION visit: <http://noviolence.org.au/indigenous/forum>.

27 MAY
–3 JUN
2017

NATIONAL RECONCILIATION WEEK (NRW) 2017
NRW runs from 27 May to 3 June each year. These dates mark the anniversaries of the 1967 referendum and the Mabo decision, respectively. 2017
marks the 50th and 25th anniversaries of these historic milestones in
reconciliation.
FOR INFORMATION visit: <http://www.reconciliation.org.au/nrw/>.

26–27
JUN
2017

NATIONAL NO MORE HARM CONFERENCE — BRISBANE
The National No More Harm Conference focuses on behaviour that causes
harm and examines solutions, preventive measures and responses to
bullying, harassing and discriminating behaviour.
FOR INFORMATION visit: <http://nomoreharm.com.au/>.

28–30
JUN
2017

6TH AUSTRALASIAN MENTAL HEALTH OUTCOMES AND INFORMATION
CONFERENCE — BRISBANE
The theme is ‘A shared vision: strengthening connections with information’.
This theme aims to reflect the ongoing change and reform occurring within
the mental health sector with increasingly diverse service provision.
FOR INFORMATION visit: <http://event.icebergevents.com.au/amhoic-2017>.

3–4
AUG
2017

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY AND ABORTION IN AUSTRALIA CONFERENCE —
BRISBANE
This conference, presented by Children by Choice, is an opportunity for health
and community professionals working with women experiencing unplanned
pregnancy, and those interested in or working in the fields of abortion
provision from across Australia, to advance their skills and expertise in this
area of reproductive health.
FOR INFORMATION visit: <https://www.childrenbychoice.org.au/
forprofessionals/2017-conference>.

women’s health on the net

Hot Spots on the Internet for Women

‘ONEPLACE’ — COMMUNITY
SERVICES DIRECTORY
https://www.oneplace.org.au
Life is getting busier and everyone
struggles sometimes. It’s OK to talk
about it and ask for help from friends or
relatives. You can also visit ‘oneplace’,
an easily accessible directory of
community support services to help
Queensland families to get to the right
service at the right time.

Announcing

our shiny new website

Queensland Women’s
Health Network
Be WELL Connected!

‘WORKING AND WALKING
TOGETHER’
http://www.snaicc.org.au/workingand-walking-together-resource-2010/
This resource provides ideas, information, tools, practical tips and
encouragement to assist non-Indigenous
organisations to strengthen their
relationships with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people and organisations.
Published by the Secretariat of National
Aboriginal & Islander Child Care Inc.

Articles, links, videos, information

Check it out today!

www.qwhn.asn.au
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Make one thing
easier in 2017
Make sure your health information is right where you need
it 24/7, with the Australian Government’s ‘My Health Record’.
By Sarah Flenley, Digital Health Coordinator
Northern Queensland Primary Health Network

M

y Health Record is a secure online
summary of your health information that you and your treating
healthcare providers can access.
Nine out of 10 people living between
Mackay and the Torres Strait now have
a My Health Record, as their region was
one of two selected as part of the
Australian Government’s trial to
increase participation in this important
national digital health initiative.
Northern Queensland Primary Health
Network (NQPHN), a not-for-profit,
primary healthcare organisation responsible for commissioning services to
address gaps in healthcare in its
region, was chosen to implement the
trial in 2016.
Nationally, there are over 4.6 million
people who have a My Health Record.
Tell me more about My Health Record …
 It is a summary of your health information, including medical conditions,
medications, allergies, and immunisations
 Both you and your authorised
healthcare providers can access it, so
you can get the best treatment each
time — anywhere in Australia
 It is safe, secure and protected by
law — you control your record and
who sees it.

How will it help me manage my health?
 Having a record helps you to better
manage your health, by having
access to your own health information 24/7
 You won’t have to remember your key
medical details, or repeat information
 Your treating healthcare providers,
such as doctors, specialists and
hospital staff, will be able to access it
when they need to, like in the case of
an accident or emergency.
How will it work for children?
 The same as it will for you — healthcare providers can upload important
health information as it happens
 So you can be sure this information is
exactly where it needs to be, for now
and the future
 You can have a say in what gets uploaded, what stays in your child’s
record, and who can see your child’s
record.
What will I see in my record?
 Initially your record may only contain
up to two years of Medicare information and some basic personal
information
 But over time, information in your
record will grow as you add personal
information and your authorised

healthy eating habits that will last?
Family and carers play an important role in children’s food choices and in
developing healthy eating habits, so what are some tips to start at home?
 Set a good example by enjoying a wide variety of healthy foods and being
active together.
 Make time to sit down and enjoy meals together as a family regularly.
 Involve children in choosing and preparing meals as they are more likely
to enjoy foods they have helped select and prepare, e.g., give them a
choice about which fruits and vegetables to include.
 Talk about healthy foods in terms of foods that help them play sport, grow,
give better concentration and energy to play.
 Make time for breakfast.
 Allow time for kids to accept new foods — exposure to healthy food is
important and keep reoffering, even if at first you don’t succeed!

What are some tips for healthy school lunches?

 Plan what foods to include in lunch boxes — think colour and variety.
 Set small goals and make simple swaps such as swapping a packaged
snack with fresh food, or including a vegetable every day.
 Keep less nutritious foods like chips, lollies, chocolate as ‘sometimes’
foods rather than everyday foods.
 Keep it cold! An ice-brick or frozen water bottle will help keep temperatures safe.
QWHN News ISSUE 1 2017

healthcare providers upload clinical
information.
What do I need to do?
 Go online to www.myhealthrecord.
gov.au and click on ‘Register or
access a My Health Record’
 Create a new MyGov account or sign
in with your existing account
 Take a few minutes to get familiar
with your record and set any access
controls
 Ask your GP to update your record
next time you visit them.
If you don’t want a My Health Record,
you can cancel by visiting www.my
healthrecord.gov.au or calling the
My Health Record Help line on 1800
723 471.
By choosing to have a My Health
Record, you can know that your
important health information is safely
all in one place and will travel with you
wherever you go.
Find out more at www.myhealthrecord.
gov.au or call the My Health Record
Help line on 1800 723 471.

Article and photo prepared for QWHN by NQPHN
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Maria Packard

How can I encourage my school to offer and
promote healthy foods?
The Queensland Government Initiative Smart
Choices, the Healthy Food and Drink Supply
Strategy for Queensland Schools, is aimed at
improving the nutritional value of foods and drinks
in Queensland schools. Implementation of the
strategy is mandatory in state schools and strongly
encouraged in non-state schools. It also looks at
food promotion within the school environment.
Further Information:
Smart Choices initiative: <http://education.qld.
gov.au/schools/healthy/docs/smart-choicesbrochure.pdf>.
NAQ Nutrition Food smart schools resources:
<https://www.naqld.org/food-smart-schools/>.
Heart Foundation recipes: <https://www.
heartfoundation.org.au/recipes>.
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‘TRIPLE P’
Positive Parenting
Program

NEXT NEWSLETTER TOPIC
DO YOU OR YOUR ORGANISATION
HAVE EXPERTISE IN THIS AREA?
Share your insights with over 400
health & community organisations
and other women in Queensland.

P

arenting can be hard work; it’s
okay to ask for help and free help
is available.
Triple P — Positive Parenting
Program is a world-renowned program
that helps make raising children and
teenagers easier. It is available free of
charge and on a voluntary basis to all
Queensland parents and carers of
children up to 16 years.
No matter what stage of life your
child is at, or what challenges you’re
facing, Triple P can help you learn
simple but proven ways to parent more
effectively and give your children the
best opportunity to reach their full
potential.
The program will give you practical
skills and tools, and help build the
confidence you need, to:
 manage your children’s behaviour
 set family routines and rules that
everyone follows
 develop positive relationships, so you
can get along well with your kids and
argue less
 raise happy, healthy and confident
children
 balance work and family without stress
 create a happy, safe environment
where your family can thrive.
What support is available?
How much support and what support
you receive is totally up to you. The
program consists of a range of
seminars, group workshops and one-on

-one consultations, delivered as either
one-off sessions or as part of a series
of sessions over several weeks or
months. It also includes Triple P Online,
an intensive, self-paced online course
for parents to learn about the full suite
of Triple P parenting strategies.
The range of options available means
you can receive as much or as little
help as you like, depending on your
individual preferences and situation.
How can I access Triple P for free?
Free Triple P seminars, workshops and
courses are being rolled out progressively across Queensland.
Visit the Triple P Queensland website
to learn more about the program and to
find out when a free Triple P session is
being delivered in your local area. You
can also search for a free Triple P
provider in your local area.
You can register for the Triple P
Online parenting course at any time via
the Triple P Queensland website.
Free access to the program is part of
a 2-year Queensland Government trial
and will be available to Queensland
families until August 2017.
For full information visit: <https://
www.qld.gov.au/community/caringchild/positive-parenting/>.
Excerpt only.
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Membership of the Network is open to women and organisations
who are in agreement with the Network’s purpose and objectives.

We welcome your article ideas
and other non-profit submissions.
Contact us as soon as possible at
coordinator@qwhn.asn.au
to obtain full submission guidelines.

DEADLINE: 2 June 2017

QUEENSLAND WOMEN’S
HEALTH NETWORK INC
Ph: (07) 4789 0665
PO Box 1855, Thuringowa BC QLD 4817
Email: coordinator@qwhn.asn.au
Website: www.qwhn.asn.au
CHAIRPERSON &
Nth Qld Representative: Dr Betty McLellan
TREASURER/SECRETARY &
South Qld Representative: Karin Cheyne
Far North Qld Representative: Vacant
West Qld Representative: Kim Hurle
Central Qld Representative: Bronwyn Patton

HAVE YOUR SAY…
We are interested in your
feedback on the quality of the
newsletter, and issues and
topics you would like to see
in future editions.
Please contact the QWHN Coordinator
Maree Hawken on (07) 4789 0665
or email: coordinator@qwhn.asn.au

Newsletter content is provided for
information purposes only. Opinions
expressed by article contributors do not
necessarily reflect those of the QWHN.
Copyright remains with each author.

To become a member of QWHN, simply fill in this application
and send to QWHN at PO Box 1855, THURINGOWA BC, QLD
4817, or for information about other payment options email:
coordinator@qwhn.asn.au

Name:

NEW MEMBER?



YES



NO

Address:
Phone:

Fax:

Email/Web:
Profession / Organisation (if applicable):

MEMBERSHIP FEES: Individual (unwaged or student) — $5.50; Individual (waged) — $11.00; Organisation — $33.00
Please find enclosed a cheque/money order for

for one financial year’s membership (1 July 2017—30 June 2018)

Do you consent to your name, as part of the membership list, being distributed for networking purposes?

 YES  NO
TAX INVOICE

Signature ………………………………………………………………………………..………....…………
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Date ………………….…………………….………
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